INTRODUCING WALLANDRA
Wallandra has contributed to the
construction industry for over forty
years.
Their genesis in construction, as
builders, lead them to identify the
opportunity to improve the supply
offer to the market.
Their purpose built facilities based in
regional NSW, allows Wallandra to
offer an unequalled integrated supply
chain.

Designed for greater efficiency, it
streamlines the process from design,
engineering, manufacture, transport
and construction.
Through greater control of the process,
Wallandra is able to supply large scale
steel buildings, fast and efficiently.
This same process allows Wallandra to
design and construct highly customised
buildings with ease.

CONTACT
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BUILDING APPLICATIONS

Wallandra’s unique supply chain
leads to the fast and efficient design
and construction of large scale steel
buildings.
This same process allows Wallandra to
design and construct highly customised
buildings with ease.
Their goal is to make the whole process
seamless and easy for the customer.

Wallandra buildings are engineered for
durability and designed to create the
ideal environment and work space for
their customers.
Regionally based, Wallandra has
serviced the Australian Agricultural
market for over 40 years.
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Design
3D Modelling and workshop drawings
Engineering
Structural Steel
Steel Cladding
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Dairy Infrastructure
Machinery Sheds
Grain Storage
Wool Processing and Storage
Poultry Sheds
Livestock Shelters
Equestrian Facilities
Hay Sheds

DESIGNED AND CONSTRUCTED TO WORK FOR YOU
Precast walls
Transport
Construction
Project Management

CUSTOM DESIGNED - CUSTOM MADE
Wallandra’s regional location and
agricultural portfolio attest to their depth
of experience and understanding of the
rural and regional market.
Wallandra’s key focus is to meet the
needs of their customer’s enterprise.
First step, Wallandra works with their
customers to design the ideal solution.
Whether it is a structure to store hay,
secure valuable machinery, house a
multi-stand shearing shed or state of the
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art dairy facility, Wallandra work to the
individual requirements of each project..
Engineered for the long term, these
customised buildings have remarkable
spanning capabilities to accommodate
every infrastructure need.
Design and detailing control allows
the flexibility to tailor space, light and
ventilation creating a structure that
provides a consistent and comfortable
environment.

